LESSON CODE: N/A

GRADE BAND: 5-6

PROGRAM: Saturday STEM

Saving Skee-ball

Facilitation Time: 120 minutes
SAFETY INFORMATION Remind students to create and test in a safe manner, using sharp tools, such as

scissors with careful intention. Equipment should only be used in a manner that is in line with the activities (i.e. no
throwing marbles/balls, etc. at others). Use caution during the tug of war demonstration (Warm Up).

ESSENTIAL QUESTION/S (central focus of a topic & promotes inquiry)
How can we design and build a miniature skee-ball arcade game?
How do different forces affect the motion of an object?

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
●
●

Activity 1: Students build components of their game (ramp and goals)
Activity 2: Students finalize and add their goals to their ramp and play!

STORYLINE

ESSENTIAL TAKE-AWAYS

With all of the technology (computers and
smartphones) taking over the game industry,
our Arcade Engineers need to SAVE the game
of Skee-ball and are challenged to put their
own SPIN on how the game is built and played
in order to inspire students to play arcade
games.

1. Inertia, (Newton’s 1st law of motion) - an object stays at
rest or in motion unless acted on by some force.
2. An object only moves when there is a net force, or
unbalanced forces, acting upon it.
3. Acceleration of an object depends on the net forces
acting on the object (gravity, normal force, push, &
friction act on our skee-balls) as well as the object’s
mass (Newton’s 2nd law).

EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANT STEM CONCEPTS

Please review/refer to the IMSA Student
Outreach Equity Philosophy + Best Practices
document

VISUALS

Figure 1 Balanced forces acting on a stationary ball

Figure 2 Unbalanced forces acting on a moving ball

Building a skee-ball arcade game applies the engineering
design process as well as a combination of science concepts
relating to forces and energy. Forces are pushes and/or pulls
that change the motion of an object. Energy can be
changed from one form to another, or be transferred from
one body to another. Energy is the capacity for doing work
(movement of an object some distance due to an external
force; mathematically it is Work=Force x distance, W=Fd).
A stationary object has balanced forces (net force=0) acting
on it (fig 1). For example, a ball on a horizontal surface has
two forces acting upon it in opposite directions: Gravity
(down) and the normal force (up) - the force exerted on an
object by its surface (perpendicular to the surface). A ball in
motion has unbalanced forces (a net force>0) acting on it
(fig 2). In addition to gravity and the normal force, there is
some applied force (e.g. a push) and friction – a type of
resistance an object encounters when moving over another
object (e.g. there is friction between a moving ball and the
surface).
The laws of motion are everywhere around us. Newton’s first
law (law of inertia) states an object stays at rest or in uniform
motion unless acted on by an external force. A skee-ball
won’t roll up a ramp unless we toss it or give it a push, and
then it will stay in motion unless other forces act upon it (such
as gravity & friction). Newton’s second law states that the
acceleration of an object depends on the net forces
(unbalanced) acting on the object and its mass.
Acceleration is a change in velocity (either its speed and/or
its direction). Newton’s third law states that forces act in
equal but opposite pairs.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective:
The learner will know and be able to…
define the terms: force, energy, work,
gravity, balanced forces, unbalanced
forces, friction, inertia, acceleration
apply the engineering design process and
STEM concepts of forces and motion to
build and play their game.
identify four forces acting on a ball in
motion: gravity, normal force, push, friction

Activity

1, 2
1, 2
1

PROGRAM: Saturday STEM

Assessment:
What will the learners produce as evidence of meeting the
objective?
Orally stating the terms accurately and in the correct context
during all activities.
Explanations about these concepts while building and
demonstrating games produced by the participants.
Ramp created by the participants; demonstration of how the
motion of a ball is impacted when using the ramp.

WELCOME

1. Welcome participants to the specific event and program.
2. Allow for a facilitator introduction if this is the first class with these students. Include name, grade, and a
fun fact about yourself. Make sure all Allies and adults get to introduce themselves.
3. Excitedly introduce the storyline to the participants! This is important – it will guide the rest of the
facilitation and tie all of the activities together:
a. Our Arcade Engineers need to SAVE the game of Skee-ball and are challenged to put their own
SPIN on how the game is built and played in order to inspire kids to play more arcade games.

WARM-UP (10 min)

1. Define force and list examples (based on input from students).
2. Introduce the notion of balanced and unbalanced forces by doing a quick game of ‘tug of war’ in
which the rope is representing “any object” and the students are representing the different forces that
can act upon an object.
a. students should understand their roles so no one falls and gets hurt (ie. locate an area away
from furniture and have students steady themselves by firmly planting both feet on the ground).
3. Make sure the number of students on each side creates a balanced demonstration where no one wins
– there is (generally) no movement of the rope (e.g. 4-5 students on one side, and 4-5 students on
another).
4. Have most of the students from one side switch to the other side and repeat; this should demonstrate
that when there are unbalanced forces acting on an object, there is a change in the motion of the
object!!

ACTIVITY ONE (55 min) – Ramp it up!
MATERIALS

*blue items = ramp
Per Person:
1 – shoebox, cardboard
1 – scissors (not child-size)
1 – pencil, sharpened with eraser

CLASSROOM SETUP

Per group (4/group):
1 – tape, masking
1 – tape, duct
1 – tape, clear
1 – tape, packing
2 – rulers, 12”
1 – meter stick
2 – permanent marker, black
2 – marker sets, washable
1 - cardboard cutter
2 – bin lids
20 – craft sticks, jumbo, asst. colors
20 – craft sticks, regular

TRANSITION

❏ Have materials ready for easy & efficient distribution
❏ Have objectives, agenda, and terms listed on board
❏ Project the google slides to help guide discussions,
content explorations and provide building instructions.

We have been introduced to forces and motion basics and
how the movement of objects depends on whether net
forces acting on the object are balanced or unbalanced. This
relates to Newton’s 1st law of motion! Next we’re going to
build a ramp and goals to create components of our
skee-ball game. While you’re building/planning your game,
think about the forces that will be acting on a ball that is
being used to play the game.
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Per Class:
10 – foam board sheets, 20”x 30”
10 – cardboard scraps, ~20”x 30”
10 – corrugated cardboard, ~20”x 30”
10 – poster board, 22”x 28”, Assorted colors
40 – marbles, standard, multicolored
40 – marbles, medium, metal (ball bearings)
40 – bouncy balls, rubber, multi-colored
40 – ping pong balls
60 – cups, plastic, 1oz (or 30mL)
60 – cups, paper, 2-3oz
60 – cups, paper, 4-6oz
60 – cups, paper, 8oz
20 – toilet paper tubes
20 – paper towel tubes

PROGRAM: Saturday STEM

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INQUIRY

● test different ramp configurations (incline, curve,
etc)
● add a curve at the top, or keep it flat – have them
experiment with both by testing how marbles/balls
move up and off ramp
● create any combination of goals and/or unique
scoring approach for their game (+, -, x, ÷, etc.)
● What forces are acting on an object (i.e. ball) at
rest? (gravity, normal force)
● If an object is at rest, are there balanced or
unbalanced forces at play? (balanced)

WHAT TO DO

1. Build the ramp using a shoe-box as a base, and any
scrap of cardboard, foam board, corrugated
cardboard, or poster board as the incline.
a. Cut the short side (box width, side W of one end
of the shoebox) down so it lays flat. Remove top
“T” if needed) (figure 3).

TIPS FOR TEACHERS

Marbles/balls will be flying everywhere unless
you establish some rules such as:
● Only test over bin lids (try to contain stray
marbles/balls)
● One partner tests, the other retrieves
runaway marbles/balls & then switch
To create a curved ramp,
students can make a few
folds in the cardboard or
foam board, etc. and then
fasten it to the box.

Figure 3 Shoe box sides W, L, & T; cut "W" side down, so it lays flat

b. Create a ramp that is as wide as the shoe box but
longer than where the flap (from step a) ends;
measure and cut. Add additional ramp length,
as needed, including bumpers, if desired (fig 4).
c. Ramp Criteria:
i. Must have a minimum 12” runway (flat zone,
before incline; max 16”)
ii. Incline portion of ramp must be minimum of
8” long (maximum of 16”)
iii. Must have bumpers along both sides of the
runway and ramp (to prevent runaway balls)

To make sharp/straight bends (for bumpers on
the ramp extension, for example) students can
score one side of the foam board or
cardboard using a ruler and the tip of a
scissors blade, then fold and tape to secure
(see fig. 4)
To adjust how steep the ramp is, play around
with how close or far the ramp is extended out
at the end (where the width flap is – figure 5).
The criteria for the ramp are necessary
because it models the “adult world” of
engineering; for example, we’d need to fit a
certain number of skee-ball games in a
particular area of the arcade. It would be
ideal if you went around and measured a few
to make sure students were building in line with
the expected criteria…
When making the goals, students can use
cups, or other supplies, & can model their
game off an actual skee-ball game or use any
other arrangement.

Figure 4 Making the ramp with extended length
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d. Attach the ramp to the top of the un-cut end
(width) of the shoebox using tape (figure 5, left).
Adjust how steep the ramp is by trying different
places to attach it to the opposite end/cut width
of the shoebox (figure 5, right).

Figure 5 securing first half of ramp to shoebox base

Figure 6 Finished (extended) ramp w/ bumpers

2. Once ramp is done (figure 6), build the goals and
create a scoring regime. Any combination of goals
(cups/slots) etc. is acceptable. Encourage creativity.
3. Goals criteria (figure 7):
a. Minimum of 5 goals
b. Minimum of two different sized goals (cups)
c. At least three different score levels.
d. No goals can be placed along length of ramp
e. Fasten the cups/goals to a base/platform so they
don’t tip over once marbles/balls hit/land in them
(ex: figure 7).
4. Once goals criteria are met students can
a. decorate their game
b. incorporate a ball return
5. Review concepts relating to force and motion, asking
where these concepts are applicable in their game.

Figure 7 Goals arranged on & secured to a platform

TIP FOR TEACHERS

The goal sizes (cup sizes) must match the
game ball(s) you’re using to play (e.g. you
wouldn’t use a tennis ball to land in a
condiment cup).

WHAT’S HAPPENING

In this first hour, the primary STEM content addressed included the basics of forces and motion, and the
application of the engineering design process when building the ramp and getting started with making the
goals for their mini skee-ball game. The warm-up activity introduced the participants to net force (sum of all the
forces acting on an object) as well as balanced/unbalanced forces. Only when there are unbalanced forces
(resulting in a net force > 0) acting on an object will the motion of the object change. This will be explored
more after the building part of these activities is done, and the playing part ensues. Ultimately the learners
should be able to identify all the different forces acting on a ball/object at rest, and how that changes when
the object mobilizes, all within the context of their skee-ball game.

ACTIVITY TWO (55 min) – Finish Building Skee-ball game & play (explore, identify, apply STEM content)
MATERIALS
CLASSROOM SETUP
Continue to use materials from prior activity

WHAT TO DO

1. Allow some time (up to 20 min) for them
to finish building the platform with the
goals and create their scoring plan.
2. Attach the goals to (or position them at)
the end of the ramp (Figure 8). Practice
playing and scoring goals!
a. Make adjustments to the game as
needed.

❏ Same as prior activity

TRANSITION

We covered net force, balanced vs. unbalanced forces, and
changes in an object’s motion as we built, tested, and refined
aspects of our skee-ball game (ramps and goals/scoring). In
the next activity, we will finish creating our goals/scoring plan,
attach to the ramp, and play!! If there is time, we’ll share our
game with each other and take turns playing!
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3. Have a brief discussion about the forces and concepts
of motion that are applicable here.
a. forces & motion (balanced vs unbalanced)
b. Inertia/Newton’s 1st Law
c. Acceleration/Newton’s 2nd law
4. Allow some time for people to share their game/play
each other’s game.
5. Challenge them to add a mathematical function to
their game (roll a dice to be assigned a math function).
a. ex: larger cups worth a different value than
smaller cups; one cup for adding, another for
multiplication (or lose points by dividing or
subtracting)
6. Students may take home their game, including up to
five “skee-balls” with their game.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

A marble/ball resting on a horizontal surface, not moving,
has balanced forces acting on it: gravity (down) and the
normal force (up/perpendicular to the surface). Inertia
prevents the ball from moving until acted on by an external
force–that’s Newton’s first law of motion. Objects with a
greater mass have more inertia.
When the marble/ball is tossed (initial force, or push) a net
force is applied resulting in unbalanced forces acting on the
marble and causing it to speed up (change in motion from
stopped to moving; acceleration is a change in an object’s
velocity – speed and/or direction)–that’s Newton’s 2nd law
of motion. While it rolls up the ramp, friction force exists.
Eventually the forces become balanced again (once there
is no force from the push, and there is no more friction), and
the ball keeps moving without any change – that is inertia
(an object's ability to resist changes in motion until acted on
by an external force) and again, Newton’s first law of
motion. Then, when the ball hits the lip/top of the ramp, it
slows down but projects off ramp and (hopefully) into one
of the goals.

PROGRAM: Saturday STEM

Figure 8 Example goals on a platform, attached

OPPORTUNITY FOR INQUIRY

There are many ways to create the
goals/buckets: different sized cups (they can
mix and match), different arrangement of
goals, different point scheme/scoring plan,
whether it’s attached or free/positioned at
end of ramp, etc.
There are different kinds of marbles/balls they
can use to play their game; relate this to
inertia (the more mass something has, the
more force is needed to change its current
state of motion – Newton's 1st law).
There can be different strategies developed
for being successful/maximizing success of
their game.

TIPS FOR TEACHERS

Just make sure they continue playing over the
bin lids so marbles/balls aren’t flying
everywhere!
Elaborate/extend this activity by incorporating
math (multiplication, division, addition,
subtraction) to scoring.

CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING

1. Debrief the entire lesson.
a. Made & played a version of the traditional skee ball arcade game
b. Identified and explored forces that impact how the game is played
2. Probe students extracting important concepts.
a. How do these activities address the essential question/s & primary take-aways?
i. Inertia, or Newton’s 1st law of motion (an object stays at rest or in uniform motion unless
acted on by an external force).
1. This came into play with our skee-ball game when shooting marbles/balls of
different masses – an object with more mass resists changes in motion more than
an object with less mass. Once in motion, it will remain in motion until acted on by
an external force, such as hitting the goal (this also explains why we needed to
play over the bin lids to limit the runaway marbles/balls)
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ii. An object only moves when there is a net force (unbalanced forces) acting upon it.
1. Forces acting on our marbles/balls were gravity, balanced by the normal force,
but then our push (when the ball is tossed) had to have more magnitude than
friction caused by the ball rolling over the surface of the ramp and then being
projected toward the goals.
iii. Acceleration of an object depends on the net forces acting on the object (gravity,
normal force, push, & friction act on our skee-balls) and the object’s mass, or Newton’s
2nd law of motion.
1. A combination of the forces are acting on the marbles/balls and the resulting
behavior of the marbles/balls depends on each marble’s/ball’s mass!
b. What real world connections are there?
i. These STEM concepts are applicable when playing the actual arcade game of Skee ball
and many other games!
3. Ask questions to:
a. address key definitions/create new vocabulary in students’ own vernacular

TERMINOLOGY

Acceleration – change in an object's velocity (which could be either (or both) speed or (and) direction)
Balanced forces – two forces acting in opposition on an object; there is no change in an object’s motion
Energy – the ability to do work
Force – A push or pull on an object with mass that causes it to change velocity (speed or direction)
Friction – resistance that one surface or object encounters when moving over another
Gravity – force that attracts a body toward the center of the earth (downward)
Inertia – tendency to stay unchanged; the resistance an object has to a change in its state of motion
Net force - the sum of all forces acting on an object; net force > 0 means the object will accelerate (change
speed or direction)
Unbalanced forces – forces that cause changes in an object's state of motion; they are not equal and opposite
Work – the movement of an object a certain distance due to the application of some force (can be expressed
mathematically: W=F*d, where W=work, F=force and d=distance the object moves)

STANDARDS

NGSS-5-PS2-1. *PE - Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on objects is directed
down. *CCC - cause and effect
NGSS-MS-PS2-2. *PE - Plan an investigation to provide evidence that the change in an object’s motion
depends on the sum of the forces on the object and the mass of the object. MS-PS2-2-2A *DCI - The motion of
an object is determined by the sum of the forces acting on it; if the total force on the object is not zero, its
motion will change. The greater the mass of the object, the greater the force needed to achieve the same
change in motion. For any given object, a larger force causes a larger change in motion.
NGSS-MS-PS3-2. *PE – Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects interacting at a
distance changes, different amounts of potential energy are stored in the system. *DCI – When two objects
interact, each one exerts a force on the other that can cause energy to be transferred to or from the object.
*CCC - Systems and System Models.
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MATERIALS
PICTURE OF
ITEM

ITEM NAME
ROPE

DESCRIPTION
~15-20 ft long

VENDOR

TOTAL
AMT

UNIT

RATIO

1

Per class

20

1/student

Adults only

2

Per class

ALTERNATIVE, PLEASE PACK AN ELECTRIC
PENCIL SHARPENER

20

1/student

RULER, 12”

10

1/pair

METER STICK

5

1/group

BLACK

10

1/pair

MARKER SET, WASHABLE

5

CARDBOARD CUTTER

5

1/group

10

1/pair

SHOEBOX

20

1/student

TAPE, DUCT

5

1/group

TAPE, MASKING

5

1/group

TAPE, CLEAR

5

1/group

TAPE, PACKING

5

1/group

ASST. COLORS

100

20/group

CRAFT STICK, REGULAR

100

20/group

FOAM BOARD,

10

Per class

SCISSORS, ADULT
BOX CUTTER
PENCIL, SHARPENED, WITH
ERASER

MARKER, PERMANENT,

BIN LIDS

Can use lids on bins + a few more

REUSABLE ABOVE

//

Sets

1/group

CONSUMABLE BELOW

CRAFT STICK, JUMBO,

20”X30”

CARDBOARD, SCRAPS

~20”x30” pieces

10

Per class

CORRUGATED

~20”x30” pieces

10

Per class

10

Per class

CARDBOARD,

POSTER BOARD,

22”X28” ASST COLORS
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MARBLES, SMALL, ASST.
COLORS (~0.5”)
MARBLES, MEDIUM, METAL
(0.75”-1.25”)
BALL, RUBBER, BOUNCY,
1.5-2”

PICTURE OF
ITEM

GRADE BAND: 5-6

DESCRIPTION

(30ML)

VENDOR

TOTAL
AMT

UNIT

RATIO

40

Per class

40

Per class

40

Per class

40

Per class

Aka medicine cups, non-graded

60

Per class

BALLS, PING PONG
CUP, PLASTIC,

PROGRAM: Saturday STEM

1OZ

CUP,

2-3OZ

Sturdy paper, or plastic

60

Per class

CUP,

4-6OZ

Sturdy paper, or plastic

60

Per class

CUP,

8-9OZ

Sturdy paper, or plastic

60

Per class

TOILET PAPER TUBES

20

Per class

PAPER TOWEL ROLLS

20

Per class

ADVANCED PREP
Cut any larger sheets of cardboard and/or foam board into the approximate sizes & quantities specified in
materials list
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